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THE EFFECT OF BURNS
ON LIVING TISSUES
INTRODUCTION
Ever since man first came in contact with fire, the
treatment of burns has been a problem, one which has become
less Important with the advent of electricity, perhaps, but
which is still important. The treatments have evolved quite
normally by trial and error, but this is a rather lengthy and
uncertain method. Consequently, efforts have been made to
determine the exact sequence of events when tissue is burned,
so that more intelligent treatments can be applied.
Since any injury to living tissue affects the organism
as a whole, slightly or greatly, depending on the extent of
the Injury, it would be very difficult to include in this
thesis all the effects of a burn, even assuming that they
could be determined. Therefore, only those effects occurring
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immediately within and surrounding the burned area will be
considered. All others, such as shock, for example, will be
excluded except where they serve as evidence for an immediate
effect.
The changes in tissues brought about by a burn seem to
fall naturally into three phases: the Initial destruction,
the subsequent inflammation, and the final healing. It is
under these headings that the review of the literature will be
organized.
The experimental work included in this thesis is con-
cerned with the effect of burning on a small area of an un-
stained retrolingual membrane of the tongue of Rena pipiens
,
commonly known as the leopard frog. The work w^as done on the
living frog, and observed dally. The observations are of the
destruction, inflammation, and heeling of the tissues in the
damaged area, with figures and tables to illustrate the work.
The author wishes to express her deep aopreclation to
Professor Brenton R, Lutz for his help and for many sugges-
tions concerning the research, and to both Professor Lutz and
Assistant Professor Genevieve Young for their valuable com-
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REVIEW OP THE LITERATURE
Destruction of Tissues,
Most laymen will agree that a severe h\irn causes de-
struction of tissues, and would offer as proof the hole left
by the burn or the healing required to cover the raw wo\md.
As a matter of fact, it is virtually self-evident that destruc
tion occurs; in more scientific terms, it may be defined as
irreversible damage to tissue resulting in necrosis.
In scientific literature, evidence that a sufficiently
severe burn causes tissue destruction has been presented in
papers by Best and McHenry (1931); Strassmann (1933); Bonclu
(1935); Dann, Glucksmann, and Tansley (1941); Hughes and Dann
(1941); Elman, Cox, Lischer, and Muller (1942); Leach, Peters,
and Ross iter (1943); Evans and Hoover (1943); Prlnzemetal,
Hechter, Margoles
,
and Pelgen (1944); Ham (1944, 1944a); Hara
(1929); Shen and Haw (1943); MacDonald, Levenson, Davidson,
Tagnon, and Taylor (1944); and Harkins (1945).
The first listed of these authorities. Best and
McHenry (1931), offered indirect evidence of tissue destruc-
tion in their finding that extensive burns cause an ensuing
state of shock, like that produced by large doses of hista-
mine. They also stated that the concentration of the blood
increases. The former effect would indicate destruction of
5fl’.;TAHaTij aPT so '.iivaH
.
p euBPr^ lo noi j’ ounrd'
-9b sesu^^o mud a'isvee s iariJ’ lll.v namxsl ^ko..
.•tlol olori erfct loo'Tq ee Jbluo-v bno t^Q^eeicJ- Oo no.f;:J ou'i ^
b
»bnuov iv.'a'i ori-t Tevoo ot bs'ilupei ;^nllf»erf 9riJ 10 n'mc oOfct rd
-ou'idBob daff^ dnePJtva-'ilsB ^IlBudilv al . tOBl lo 'i90if?c' .-', eA
i
88 boni'cob 9d -^afTT ^ermod oiOldfidi dp eTiom f?!: js-iuooo noli
.pjpoioen nl 5;nJ!;dIi/=!9-'i subbI^ od sgjsnrBb sidip.'iavemi
e dp-'fd eoneblvs , s'lu.'tB'Tsd tl oiO.tdna^.OF nl
nl holneesnq n9ed B?d no P9b aueeli sacuRO mcd anavap
ul onofl nnftmsBerrJ'S j(I£GI) bne teeS ^^d enaqna
nnsO btip rarf3i/>l ; (I>QX) ^afp-naT bnp ^nneniPT/ouIO , nnRQ ;(55GI)
^pnalaq
,
dopaJ ;(2>0I) nalXu ^ brrp .nadoplj , xoO .apjrXa ;(I1^GI)
,*Xs Jarnasnln^ ;(5^9X) navooH bnp pnsva ;(51^GX) nadlppoP bnp
8^8'-’ ’(ei^^GI rrsH ?(fk^9X) bn« » paXosiP ^nadrioai
,no8biv8C ,noenav9J ^bXpnoUoajM ;(<S^GI) 'veH bns nariS ;(92GI)
.(^^J^GX) anl>»'nBli bna ;(M^GX) noX^sT bnp «non^p.T
bnfl Sp3f\
< sdlXl'iorldirp apadX lo b&iall dPill arfT
-omdeab auealX lo oonablve doenlbnl ba-iallo ,(X6GX)
Sn'.Lea^ aa osu«o ennud 9vipa3«'tx9 tadX ^^n^bnll iladX nt ncl^
-Rdsld lo esBob agnal baoubonq dadX e>.MX
, >foori8 lo adada
boold edd lo no td^ndnaonoo add dBrid badpde oBla ^odT .enlni
lo noldoundpab adpolbnl bl - 0 ‘-’ doalla nomol adT .Bape;?noni
tissues (Findlay, 1928); and the latter phenomenon would re-
sult from injury to the blood vessel walls, causing increased
permeability, the outflow of fluids producing the increased
concentration of the blood. (This aspect will be more fully
discussed under inflammation.
)
Strassmann (1933) passed a direct current from a 220-
volt source through living experimental eniinals and corpses*
He found that holes appeared in the dry skin at the anode, a
certain indication of tissue destruction.
Bonclu (1935) offered both direct and indirect evidence
of necrosis. Using guinea pigs and burning their internal
organs with a gas flame to produce first, second, and third
degree burns, he reported finding desquamated epithelial cells
and red blood cells in the lumina of the kidney tubules and
marked lesions in the cortex. Hemorrhages into Bowman’s cap-
sule were found, caused quite probably by damage to the capil-
lary walls of the glomeruli. This capillary damage was some-
times further substantiated by the appears nee of an albumin-
ous exudate both in Bowman’s capsules and the lumina of the
tubules
.
Dann, Glucksmann, and Tansley (1941) give more direct
evidence of tissue destruction. Working with 9 to 18 month
old rats, under anesthesia, they burned each animal on the
back with an electric soldering iron. They then killed the
-31 bLuo'ff noaamonarlq bnd ; (829.1 , ) aanap.lcJ
bae.^e'icni gn!: bi/bo <eIX8’.v lasB^v boold srid od atoil Hub
boeeaion' arfd 3nlojjbo'io zbtuL’^ lo woXldi/o srfd ^ TjdllldaBiTf'ieq
\:IlLrl 9-rora 9d d09qs.e elriT) .boold OiXJ I 3 noxde'idnaoxToo
( ..rroXlB.'T'mel'inl ‘tabm/ boaoi/oaib
-022 a n'O'il dna'i'xifo doe^tb » bapaaq (5591) nnBrsBB'iXS
i .sopq*ioo bn? alar Ina ladna'rti-ieqxe ynivll d^iLro'xd:^ oo-tcjos diov
B < 9bona aid ds rriTfa b9i<^;9qqs eolorf dartd bm/ol oH
, notdotrrdeab at/sBld *to ^o^^aoI;b^i nip.dT:30
aonobtv i doe'x.fbnl bn« doaq'b ridod 89*191*3:0 (5591) uionoS
I=»r;'rodn^ *i.t9ffd snXmr/d bna aslq aanfiJcj Sjnf. v* .siBO-iosn *io
biidd bn« ,bnoo9 « .dB'iJ'i 9 ojjco*iq od enieXl bb^ =» ndlw enBaio
elleo Ie.tl9iIdXq9 badarnanpeeb 3n:bf:tl bsd'ioce'i od » BnnfO 90*1398
bfjB seludi/d a tlrnnf arid nl bIIoo boold ba*i bns P
)
-qao c’nanrwoii oJnX ae^arinioccoH .xad-ioo arid nl enoleal b93f*iBrrr ^
-IJtaBo odd od osBmab ^d ^Jd.tup besoBO ^bnLro*3 eiSN bIjjb
-9f!lC" 2 CW O^B.TTBb 0 BtrfT . 1 Ic/*T9TTO Ig 9dd lo bIIpW
-nlrnrdle rra lo 9on9*i39qaB sdd y^ bodal Xa'^deda® ladd-xJ/l Romld
9rfd Oo anlint/I add bn« esloaqeo s'npr*woH nx ddod adsbuxo buo
.Bolndird
do9*Ttb o*iom 9vis (1^91) bna ,nnfljne>fojjIO ^nneC
rtdnofrr 81 od 9 ddl v gnI>i*io.V .fToldomdeab ax/scld lo aonsbivo
9dd no lafTTinB riOBS banned ^Blaarfleana lebnu^ b Lo
r
eris bolli.ji norid Y^dT .noTl: gnJt*iobXoa ot'idoaXa n.B rfd by jfoad
1
rats on successive days up to two months after infliction of
the burn, stained and made sections of the burned areas. On
microscopic examination, Dann and his co-workers reported
finding that the damage done to the tissues is inversely pro-
portional to the distance of the tissues being examined from
the place of burning; those immediately under the soldering
iron are injured by direct heat and the more distant tissues
by conducted heat. The tissues killed by the direct heat be-
come necrotic and drop out of the wound on the tenth day.
In further work using the same methods, Hughes and
Dann (1941) found that dilatation of capillaries Immediately
followed a burn, particularly in the superficial caoillarles
of the skin, which were normally quite fine. With damage to
the underlying muscle tissue, the condition was much exagger-
ated, (This again would indicate Injury to the vessel walls,)
They also found that some vessels were destroyed, and of
those which were not, the lumens were filled with clotted
bl ood
,
Elman, Cox, Lischer and Muller (1942) classified burns
according to the amount of destruction. They reported that
a low temperature burn of short duration results in edema
(Injury to the capillary walls, as evidenced by Increased cap-
illary permeability,) A medium temperature burn of longer
duration results in wet necrosis, and a high temperature burn
1:o no.tu olllnl erf^tnorrr owd’ qif ev ts^f^ooue no
nO . ^A 0 'T9 toni^d odd lo enoidoQB ^b/sm fcne ,n‘ix/rf ^cid
bsrftoqeT: m0>fnow-oD bna nnsQ otqooeo'iolm
-orrq 85i/a?? t^ ^rfd" oJ enob 9rf^ iorf-t ^nlbnil
mo’i'i benIrrfRXS 3nl9cf eex/R«li 9X’f:t lo sonscTeib erli Xanol^J'ioo
3nf‘ioMo9 arfcf qabrrtr '^lo.'tB f be/nml 98or(^ ; 3rftm0a lo aoaXg 0 r1 :t
“stjeEiJ XnsXeib Biom arid' one ^i«arf Xosqlb ^cf b9qi/(,nl 9^3 noil
-ad deoff 009*1X5 edd belli;:}/ eeuSEXd eriT .deari bsJ-ouonoo i^d
• Xeb iidnad add no bnjow arfd lo dtro qonb bna olionoan awoo
bnB 89i13ltH ^eborfXdm smee edd 3ni8jLr dno'v laddii/'t nl
Ylot«»Xb9fnirri seinellXqBO lo noiJ’RdalXb Xsrid bnuo'i (IX‘91) nrrsG
eai'if' r ncr-5 0 Ieiot'i'T0 "c;8 9ri:f nX tX'iRg ^n'lud b bsvollo'l
od ogBiTiRb ddlH .anil e iinp ^Il^.-nnori ans.f doirfw ^ni ?/8 arid io
-*19339x6 rioum BBy noidibnoo erid ^aoaeld aloRnm ^niYlnebnu arid
(.elljR’v l083 ev arid od 'Z'xjjf,rrl' sdBOtbnf. blc/ow nlBgB ' ?ild7
)
.badR
*!o bna ,b9YO'T.d80b anew eloppov anroE d^rid bnyol oeIs y;QcfT
bsddolo ridiw ballil anew Rnamul arid ^don eiavv rfoiriv 980rid
. boo id
emud beilinBBlo (SP91) nsILuM bna narioaiJ ^xo'J «a«raia
dsirid bodnoaen "^eriT ,notdouiSeeb Jo diiuowp arid o3 inibnoooB
sffi’ba ni sdlueen nolin'vrb dnoria lo n*i fd a'lnda'iaqmad woi 9
-qfto f)9f‘90*ionl: \rd oeonabive aa »8llav Y'lBlIicao arid od ^*ii/(,ni
)
la^nol lo nnx/d a'Tt/da'iaqinod mi/ibair A ( .T^dilidfleitriaa ^iRiXi
^
nnx/d anj/dBiaqrfTsd ri^irf n bna ,Et8o*io0n dew ni Rdltrasn noidj8*inb
of still longer duration produces dry necrosis.
Further results substantiating tissue destruction were
presented by Leach, Peters, and Rossiter (1945). Guinea pigs
and rats were shaved, anesthetized, and exposed to graded
temperatures of 45® - 80® C. from 10 seconds to 6 to 10 min-
utes. In burning at 47® C. for times up to 6 minutes, no
destruction occurred, the temperature not being high enough
to cause damage. At 50® - 55® C. for one minute, damage al-
ways occurred. At 60® - 65® C. the epidermis was so damaged
that it peeled off and marked edema resulted, indicating in-
jury to the capillary walls. With these milder burns, cellu-
lar disintegration became noticeable, and v/ith the more intense
burns, at temperatures of 70® - 80® C. for 10 to 20 seconds,
severe scabbing occurred, indicating rather extensive damage.
Coagulation was also observed in the most central portion of
the burn, with areas around the center containing tissue
changes like those of the less Intense burns.
Prinzmetal, Hechter, Margoles, and Felgen (1943),
using rats, produced what they considered a mild burn on a
single hind limb by a temperature of 75® C. applied for 10
seconds. They obtained marked edema, which would again indi-
cate either damage or destruction of the caolllarles
,
or both.
Upon infliction of what was classified as a severe burn, that
produced by a temperature of 100® C. for 2 to 3 minutes, the
. Bf soTO?-;n ‘2'-*ocbo‘iq noilrii'iifb i =>^. •'!'> I Ill Ja 1o
..D „*OI;T:d’COfc 8^32 fCf 7iniJ‘^ J 3CJt;8 TSllJ
.
2i;?ni)L'0 .(ji^GT) ^rsJieeoH nn^ ,r{0‘s9j. 7,0 bol le^erq
f.eI>'-;T:y o.* bOEOcxo -np
,
bo^i J" : '.resnp ,t>3v<‘.'i3 aiov b J'.-vi br.e
-n’^r; OX Dct 6 o.t shnooSB 01 fTroTL*! .d -03 - '^3^ '2o pe'Tij:i « i • i''3X
on .poXtrni::' 0 cJ (It/ eom.LX 'loX .0 'Vi‘ X/-" .^.lin'ii/a nl
r^3x;on3 iX^lii p-rr'^d 3i .:i j-rucfsT jq .:8X oriX ,C3Tt‘iuooo nolXoo-iXeoo
-Is i ,Kni/^b . 8Xi/n.f:itT 3no ^o'i .0 '’^Ov^ - ^Cc . jX
b8",Trr‘X> 03 as’-v sXrrfioXjIqo 3/<J .0 ‘'>db - *^00 X.-i .fc3Tf‘i-roo >
i JBOlbii.’. ^baXIo^oo sinabo Or. ' '^lo D3X ;-<orr j XsrfX
-:r.I X ;G
,
.''.miJ/a •lobilrfT os^rfl rfXtn .GlXaw yi 'Iliqso 8;iX oX
oen^JnX vTom anX rfXI-v bos , ‘^Jd ^ joIXon Oi\,aojd nol XsT^i.^Xn 1 oai
. p.bnoooe 0^ oX OX no'i .0 cjO- - '^OV lo R5'u.fX <T 0 jaaX ; • , p.r.jud
.8,7?-';;;:. ;v’in-.*Xx.3 xoffXs'i :^^^Xnoib^f ^boTTJOOO -,niudsoa ooovsr
lo ItGG? r ••iXndo Xsorr ••r(X nX bevTasdo :rr? noX J i.o .;so0
3 rjnXoii’Xnoo ‘laXnao srfX bniionjs esoT' .'X.. .triud orfX
.?rri''id opfivXff!; rsoI arfX *^o ^eodX O'.iXI .?.
,(X’.i'^9I) no7,X3‘* .polo^^ns .. . T:oXrf''‘>H , iaXOir snX'i'i
R no ij'-Tud blXiG' 3 l, 3 ' . jGx p i'v:c : 30X j.iO.v ooonbooj , eX.yn giIso
01 nob bo.tX'Gy .'^ '"'OV b c ‘.‘iifXf 'it>aTT3X vd drill Gnid 9l_‘’p
-Xtol n.!s^« bixjojv rioi X* ^pfnsba i:)3,\-iefr JuSiiXaJdo 'JorfX .sOnoGoe
.'ll-.] no
,
S3 X'YsI Xicso 6dt b ;- nol JG-'nJe-jb no T:;dXXo atwo
:b. ; .^njc 3n?vo« i;e ooib.iLG nCo es-v ierl.v Xo (lo Jnr c X .'‘Xr:l noq '
.
RO.hjnl'fF c) od 3 n X ^001 Xo onn.tsnaq'ra j s yd boonronrr
animals died in shock, but there was no visible edema. This
seems to corroborate the work of Elman and his co-workers
(1942) reporting dry necrosis at high temperatures, and that
of Leach, peters and Rossiter (1943) reporting coagulation
due to heat with an intense b\u*n. The probable occurrence of
coagulation in the above case is indicated by the lack of ede-
ma; and coagulation of protein would certainly be an Irrevers-
ible change and an example of destruction. The death of the
test animals in shock would seem to indicate, in addition,
that considerable tissue destruction took place (Findlay,
1928).
In the work by Ham (1944 and 1944a), coagulation of the
superficial vessels of the skin was found in severe second
degree burns. Plasma loss occurred in capillaries directly
under this area, and in the region of the hair follicles the
capillaries were dilated and congested, and leaked plasma. In
severe third degree burns the capillaries in the subcutaneous
region of the skin were so damaged by the heat that they be-
haved like the superficial capillaries of the skin in a se-
vere second degree burn. Evans and Hoover (1943) also re-
ported that third degree burns cause increased capillary per-
meability.
Evidently not only the caolllary walls but the con-
tents of the vessels are damaged in burning, for Hara (1929)
e^ffP on asw 9*1 arid’ iua ,>foorfE nl belt sl^mlnp
«'16 >J!iO’ -oo eirf fona nafnia lo aril s:f etod’o'T’ioo arrroae
vtftri:t bna 1 59n:x/:JB'i9qm9ct rfald cts af.p.o'io&n y^ib snl^-icqs'i (2i*6X)
nol *nIt/5j!^oo anlcftcqai la^lefioH bne erreX^^ ,r(oeeJ lo
'io f^nn^'^rufooo ©IdacfoTcq 9ilT .n'lx/cf asaadnl aa riJl«v od eub
~^be Jo arfd ^d bedeoli:;nX eJt spao 9Voci« arid rrl noldaljwsqtoo
-B‘iav9‘xrtl na ed ^InlBd'rao bli/ovr ndadonq lo noldsXuaaoo bne ;air
odd Jo ddaab orfT .noldouTCdesb lo oXqinaxa na bna oarisdo oXcJl
tHoldlbba ni ,9daoXbnI od .Tioae bIwow 3/*jode nl slemlna daad
, TjaXbnj"^: ) 9oaXq jfood noddouadsafe Oijaeld oXda'isijlanoo darid
' ,v ,(3Sei
9dd lo aoldaXagBoo ^(al^-f^QX bna :^:^6X) nrpt{ vd oxld ai
brrooe/3 OTovoa nl brojol Raw nl>^R edd *^o rX©R 29V le loXl'Tocri/a
r
YXdoo-\^I:i:) RotiaXIXqao rrl bsnaooo eeoX ameaX'? .emi/d t39T:39b
odd eoXolXXol ‘ilad odd lo nolgoi odd nX Jbna ,aoqe eldd labni/
nl .a'TiEdXq bo^^aoX bna ^bodeognoo bne bodaXib onow 8t>iT:eXXXqfto
Ruoor'aduocfjja orfd nl eo f.'iaXXXqao odd amcAd os'i^job baXdd eievae
-od Y'^dd darid daed odd Jbo^saisb or O'Iow’ nJt>fe odd lo noi^oT:
-oa a nl nlAe orl^ lo aoX'ieXXXoBO le^oXl'ioqi/e srid e>flX Jbovad
-S'! obXb (6^9D iovooH bcm anav'J. .niud eotsob bnoosp otov
-Toq bosaoTonl oex/ao Rnmcf ootsob b«ilrfd dadd bod-ioq
.
Ydi Xldaom
-noc odd dJdd aXXaw Y*dRXXt 00 add Y^no don YXdnobXvS
(929/) eiaK qol ^sn/nTr/cf n.t bs^anab 9'ia s/aesav odd lo edned
reported that hemoglobinuria of both human and rabbit blood
results from a burn. Shen and Haw (1943) reported that, in 40
patients with second and third degree burns, five showed a
marked increase in the fragility of the erythrocytes and that
fragmentation and acid urine resulted in eleven oatients in
the first 48 ho\irs following the burn. This is again a defi-
nite indication of necrosis. MacDonald and his co-workers
(1944) did studies on patients with third degree burns and
fo\ind that all had hemoglobinemia and also thrombocytopenia,
and that the thrombocyte count did not return to normal for
four to nine days following the b\irn.
Destruction of tissues is, then, a well established
result accompanying a sufficiently severe burn; it includes
all tissues which the burn affects, either by direct or con-
ducted heat. Harkins (1945), in his paper The Present Status
of the Problem of Thermal Burns , states that necrosis always
results from a deep burn, owing to tissue destruction. Evi-
dences of such destruction are coagulation of the tissues,
edema due to Increased caolllary permeability resulting from
damage to the walls, increased fragility of the erythrocytes,
and necrosis, with the subsequent disintegration of the
tissues.
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Inflammation and Infection of Burned Tissue
Inflammation is usually defined as the appearsnce in
tissue of heat, redness, and edema or swelling* Scientific
literature in general explains that the heat and redness are
caused by dilatation of the capillaries of the inflamed area,
and that the edema is produced hy increased capillary permea-
bility, with its resultant increase in tissue fluid. Menkin
(1940), however, reported that inflammation Involves not only
an Increase of tissue fluid in the area, but also the forma-
tion in some cases of thrombi and fibrinous networks which
wall off the lymphatics, and the certain migration first of
leucocytes and later of macrophages into the inflamed area.
Mankinds analysis does not refer specifically to burned tis-
sue, but to tissue Inflamed by any cause.
In 1937, Menkin had postulated the existence of a sub-
stance which he called leucotaxin, which effected increased
capillary permeability and tissue fluid, and also caused mi-
gration of leucocytes into the inflamed area. By 1938 he had
isolated a crystalline nitrogenous substance from inflammatory
exudates, which, when placed in a non- inflamed area, caused
the typical symptoms of inflammation. Menkin, Kadlsh, and
Summers (1942) recovered from human empyema fluids an active
globulin fraction which, when given to dogs, produced a rise
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Direct evidence of increased capillary permeability was re-
ported by Menkin and Menkln (1930). Injecting trypan blue
into the capillaries of the peritoneal cavity of frogs, they
found twice as great a decrease in concentration of the dye
to occur in capillaries of an inflamed area as that in an un-
Inflamed area.
In the case of a burn, in which Menkin (1940) maintain-
ed Inflammation is always present, the picture is further com-
plicated by the possibility of initial damage to the capillary
walls from the intense heat. It is not necessary to wait un-
til infection has set in or an irritating substance has been
applied to get the classic inflammation pattern.
Direct and indirect evidence of Increased capillary
permeability in the immediate vicinity following a burn is
given by Underhill and co-workers (1930); Underhill (1930-31);
Best and McHenry (1931); Beard end Blalock (1931); Mclver
(1933); Clark and Clark (1933); Ely (1943); Netsky and Letter
(1943); Cope and Moore (1944); and Harkins (1945).
Underhill, Kepsinow, and Plsk (1930) shaved rabbits,
anesthetized them, and burned an area of skin by moving an
electric flat iron over it. They reported dilation of the
capillaries, followed by packing of erythrocytes in the capil-
laries, and finally by extravasation of the erythrocytes
through the capillary walls. Using the same method, Under-
hill, Kapslnow, and Fisk (1930a) Injected organic dyes.
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methylene blue. Trypan blue, or phenolsulphonephthaleln into
burned rabbits. The dyes left the blood stream In the burned
region but not in the unburned regions, for the dyes were re-
covered only in the edema fluid of the burned area. There was
an eventual reabsorption of the fluid, which was interoreted
as a result of repair of the capillary wall and reestablish-
ment of osmotic and hydrostatic pressures. Underhill and
Fisk (1930) found the edema fluid resulting from a burn to be
similar to serum and blood plasma. Prom their analysis, it is
difficult to tell whether they meant serum or blood plasma,
for they appear to use the two terms synonymously; this is in-
correct, serum being blood plasma minus fibrinogen. Plasma
was probably meant, since both Beard and Blalock (1931) and
Mclver (1933) reported that the edema fluid was like plasma.
In either case, increased permeability of the capillary walls
is indicated by the appearance of the fluid.
In further work by Underhill, Fisk, and Kapslnow (1930)
a greeter moisture content is reported to exist in both
burned skin and muscle than in unburned skin and muscle.
Again this would indicate Increased capillary permeability.
Further substantiation is found in the work of Ely (1943),
who anesthetized rats and burned their rear legs over a spot
1.25 Inches in diameter, using a hot iron (400° C.) for 5 sec-
onds. Ely reported greater moisture content in the burned
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Best and McHenry (1931) observed an Increase In blood
concentration following burns, due to increased capillary per-
meability and the filtering out of the plasma-like fluid.
Burning rabbits (which do not have functional sweat glands),
Ikiderhill (1930-31) obtained subcutaneous blisters, the fluid
of which collected in finger-shaped pockets which were easy to
reach and drain off the fluid for examination. The larger
the area of body burned, the greater was the amount of fluid
which appeared in these blisters, and the higher became the
concentration of the blood.
Clerk and Clark (1933) reported that inflammation re-
sults from overheating the tissues in the transparent chamber
in a rabbit’s ear. They found "free fluid" in the tissue
spaces outside the vessels, and even observed in one of the
vessels a minute hole, which gradually disappeared.
Perhaps two of the most significant experiments were
made by Netsky and Leiter (1943) and Cope and Moore (1944).
The former injected horse serum protein into dogs; in unburned
dogs the horse serum was picked up much more slowly by the
lymphatics than in burned dogs. Cope and Moore used inorganic
and colloidal compounds tagged with radioactive dyes, and
foxind that in burned animals the colloids passed through the
capillary walls as rapidly as did the inorganic compounds in
)
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the unburned, animals.
Whether walling off the lymphatics, the second element
in Menkin’s description of inflammation, is caused by the
burn alone is unknown and somewhat doubtful, Menkin observed
the welling off the lymphatics in inflammation caused by in-
fections, not in inflemmation caused by burns. To dete, the
writer has been unable to locate any research in which such
walling off has been caused directly, or even Indirectly, by
heat damage; but such a relation is quite possible. Dann,
Glucksmann, and Tansley (1941) observed the infection of 33^
of their experimental burns, Harkins (1945) also reported
that infections with burns ere quite common, and extremely
difficult to prevent. An explanation for the prevalence of
infection was offered by Findlay (1928), who reoorted that an
area inflamed by any cause was more likely to become infected
than an unlnflamed area because of its increased capillary
permeability (permitting organisms to leave the blood stream
more easily and pass out into the tissues). It is also known
that the reverse effect of drying is harmful if not lethal to
most bacteria. Further research may definitely establish that
walling off the lymphatics can Indeed result indirectly from
burns, due to the susceptibility of the raw inflam.ed area to
Infection.
’/Vhen infection of a burn does occur, healing of the
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area is slowed, and the course of the healing is Irregular
(Dann, Glucksmann, and Tansley, in 1941; and Glenn, 1944).
This will be discussed further under the heading of "Regenera-
tion".
The pattern of vascular response remains the same in
inflamed, infected areas as it is in inflamed, uninfected
areas (Menkin, 1940). Nakahara (1925) Injected oil into the
peritoneal cavities of white mice, and observed macrophages
appearing in the region and ingesting the oil. Clark, Clark,
and Rex (1936) made observations by trans illumination of the
tails of amphibian larvae and of rabbits* ears, through the
transparent chamber. They found that the first cells which
appear in inflamed areas, in both amphibians and mammals, are
polymorphonuclear leucocytes. Menkin in 1940 reported the se-
quence of appearance of cells to be: first, polymorphonuclear
leucocytes and erythrocytes; and second, macrophages. He dis-
covered that the pH number of an inflamed area is Initially
7.2 to 7.4, and that it gradually decreases to approximately
6.8. The first pH range favors the existence of leucocytes,
and the second, more acidic state favors macrophages. An even
greater acidity of the membrane results in suppuration.
Jones (1945) reported the same cellular sequence as Menkin
(1940): polymorphonuclear leucocytes and erythrocytes, follow- |
ed by macrophages.
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The classic heat, swelling, and edema pattern of in-
flammation, then, may be elicited not only by infections or
irritating substances, but also directly by burns, and results
from heat damage to the capillary wall, which increases capil-
lary permeability and causes loss of plasma from the vessel.
In addition, a burn, acting indirectly through infection, may
possibly cause the walling off of lymphatics, and produces a
slow and somewhat Irregular healing process. It is also to be
noted that the same cellular sequence that is present in in-
flammation is also present in burns.
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Healing of Burned Tissue and the Influence of Infection
Tissue Injured by mechanical, chemical, or thermal
means will heal, orovided the Injury Is not so severe as to
require grafting. Regeneration of eolthellal and connective
tissues, muscle fibers, capillaries, end lymphatics In wounds
made by means other than chemical or thermal Is discussed In
the work of Sandlson (1928, 1928a), Clerk and Clark (1932,
1933, 1937, 1939), Arey (1932), Stearns (1940), and Dann,
Glucksmann, and Tansley (1941).
Sandlson (1928, 1928a) Introduced a transparent chamber
Into a rabbit's ear. Since It was necessary to cut a section
out of the ear, that is, to Inflict an actual wound. In order
to Insert the chamber, regeneration of the tissue subsequently
occurred. A fibrinous network formed Immediately after the
operation, and erythrocytes and polymorphonuclear leucocytes
(the Inflammation pattern) appeared within the next 24 hours,
followed by macrophages, with an attendant Increase In the
number of leucocytes. The fibrinous network became even more
extensive, consisting of both light end heavy strands. By
the third day, the fibrinous network filled the entire area,
and hemorrhages marked the advancing area of capillary growth.
The tips of the capillaries were bulbous and, under gentle
pressure, extruded erythrocytes. In several days, pressure
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formation of the walls. Gradually muscle layers formed around
some of the capillaries, and they developed into arterioles
and arteries.
In his second paper (1928a), Sandlson reported in more
detail on the development of blood vessels. This process is
characterized by the formation of the fibrinous network, then
the migration of fibroblasts and other cells over the network,
followed by the development of connective tissue fibers in
parallel masses, and the appearance of a heavy area of extra-
vasated erythrocytes on the advancing border of the growing
capillaries. Frequently, the dense mass of newly formed con-
nective tissue fibers and the extravasated erythrocytes ob-
scured the development of the blood vessels at this point, bul
sufficient successful observations were made to reveal the pat-
tern of blood vessel formation. At first, solid threads
developed from the preexisting patent vessels. The threads
varied in length and tended to be quite fine, particularly at
the free tips. They might connect two capillaries or merely
branch out from the vessel itself, A lumen, narrow at first
but later widening, developed in each thread. Blood was
forced out into the lumlna, and might be extruded from the
tips. Finally pulsation and then actual circulation appeared,
with the establishment of patency. There was first a great
profusion of these newly formed patent capillaries, which
lengthened and gradually developed into arterioles or venules
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and eventually, in some cases, into veins and arteries, by the
accumulation of muscle layers around the vessels and changes
in the diameters of the lumens. Some vessels remained capil-
laries, others degenerated; a constantly changing vascular
pattern was present.
For degenerating blood vessels, Sandlson (1928a) re-
ported a characteristic sequence. Circulation first ceased
in the vessel; after a short time the lumen then narrowed and
finally became obliterated, leaving a solid thread. Gradually
this thread became thinner and broke, the stumps shortened,
and the protoplasm and nuclei moved back into the mother cap-
illary. Occasionally a temporary protuberance indicated
where this had taken place, but in most cases the wall appear-
ed smooth. This pattern for degenerating blood vessels Is
further substantiated by the reports of Clark and Clark (1939
and 1943).
Clark and Clark, in another series of articles (1932,
1933, 1937) presented their observations on the growth of
lymphatic capillaries in rabbit ears, by means of the trans-
parent chamber device. They reported that these capillaries
sprouted as solid tips from preexisting lymphatic endothelium,
and gradually developed lumens by extension from those of the
mother lymphatics. As the capillar ies grew, they maintained
pointed tips (Clark and Clark, 1937); when they had advanced
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from a region of less dense connective tissue into a region of
greater density, the tips became rounded and bulbous and
growth ceased.
In 1932, Arey reported observing regeneration of con-
nective tissue and epithelium. Vifounds were made on either the
fins or gills of fishes; and cysts, caused by glochidia,
fresh water mussel larvae, were observed on amphibia. Epithe-
lization occurred in two steps. First ameboid epithelial
cells migrated into the wounded area and covered it, forming
a scab. These cells did not proliferate, but the tissue from
which the epithelial cells had come, did proliferate, thereby
compensating for the cells lost by emigration; the same pro-
cedure was reported to occur for connective tissue. Gradually
germinal cells grew underneath the scab, end the final epithe-
lliam was formed by these cells, which displaced the scab,
Stearns (1940) worked on rabbits and observed, by
means of the transparent chamber, the formation of connective
tissue fibrils in the rabbit’s ear. She reported the forma-
tion to be already extensive in only three to four hours.
After 48 hours, the mass was so dense that the fibroblasts
were almost obscured. In twelve days a heavy layer had formed.
As the tissue started to form, the fibroblasts increased in
size, flattened, became striated, and joined each other by
broad cytoplasmic connections (vesicular masses of cytoplasm.
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which can he removed from the fibroblast proper) to form a
true syncytium. Vacuoles were present in the cells but took
no visible part in the fibril formation. As the fibrils form-
ed, the cytoplasmic projections from the fibroblasts disap-
peared. The fibrils originated at random as extracellular
material, due to fibroblast activity.
Dann, Glucksmann, and Tsjisley (1941) did work on regen-
eration of wounds caused by both mechanical injury and thermal
burning. In the first four days following mechanical injury
to the skin of rats-- either sunerflclal injury to the pann-
niculus carnosus, or a deep wound involving removal of a layer
of skeletal muscle-- the contraction of the wound edge occur-
red, and the beginning form.atlon of the epidermis in a thick
ring just inside the wound edge. Within 9 days, epithelial
regeneration was completed, by the formation of an abnormally
thick sheet of tissue which had reduced in thickness by the
fourteenth day. The return to normal thickness did not occur
rapidly, for on the fiftieth day, the difference in thickness
between the regenerated tissue and the normal tissue was still
discernible. In the case of a deep wound, the observers re-
ported the aopearance of new muscle fibers by the fourteenth
day.
In healing of tissues Injured by thermal and chemical
means, with Intent to burn, regeneration of eolthelial and
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connective tissues, blood vessels, end muscle fibers have been
observed. (This does not mean, of course, that regeneration
of nerves and lymphatic vessels as well does not occur follow-
ing a burn, but simply that no attempt has yet been made to
observe regeneration in these other cases.) Work has been
done in this field by Dann, Glucksmann, and Tansley (1941),
Hughes and Dann (1941), Glenn (1944), Patey and Scarff (1944),
Converse and Robb-Smlth (1944), Bishop (1945), Harkins (1945),
and Strassmann (1933).
Dann, Glucksmann, and Tansley (1941), by methods de-
scribed elsewhere (viz., ’’Destruction^, found that healing is
slower in burns than in wounds made by mechanical means. Con-
traction does not begin until the tenth day after burns, and
epithelizatlon is not complete until the twenty-seventh day;
for not even a scab forms until the tissue originally destroyed
by the heat has fallen out, an occurrence which precedes con-
traction of the wound, Glenn (1944) corroborated the retarda-
tion of healing by the oresence of dead tissue, Dann and his
co-workers explained that enlargement occurred almost at once
after a burn, and slight additional expansion followed upon
the dropping out of the necrotic central material.
In the time preceding the displacement of this plug,
’’active mitosis” of the epithelium has occurred and resulted
in a thickened ring around the necrotic center. Following the
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,
heeling
proceeded rather rapidly; epithelium moved over the surface
and collagenous fibers filled in the cavity. The rapidity of
this process was directly proportional to the depth of the
wound. Even by the sixtieth day, however, no elastic fibers
had regenerated. Those blood vessels near the burned area
were blocked by clots, which gradually disappeared, and the
reestablishment of circulation followed. Vessels within the
central area were destroyed by the initial burning, and col-
lateral circulation was develooed around the necrotic center
by capillary sprouts. The muscle fibers in the central area,
like all other tissues there, were killed outright; other
muscle fibers near the central area were damaged by conducted
heat, and degenerated during the first twenty-four hours. Re-
generation of the muscle fibers occurred around the oerlohery
of the central plug, prior to its expulsion. Following the
loss of the olug on the tenth day, mitosis of the myocytes
occurred on the sixteenth day; and regenerated fibers were
found as early as the twenty-first day. In short, after a
burn, epithelial tissue began to repair almost at once, con-
nective tissue in approximately five days, and a few new fi-
bers of muscle could be located after seven days in muscles of
the skin and in ten days for skeletal muscles.
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Hughes and Dann, in 1941 (see "Destruction” for a des-
cription of method), agreed with Dann, Glucksmann, and Tansley
(1941). They reported dilatation of the capillaries following
a burn and the union of partially destroyed vessels around the
necrotic center through capillary sprouts which become con-
necting loops. The vessels injured but not destroyed ere
filled with clotted blood. Both fibrous tissue and blood ves-
sels start to regenerate in the wound on the tenth day, fol-
lowing the expulsion of the necrotic plug, (There may be some
regeneration of the vessels in the deep area before the plug
is expelled.) Regeneration begins, in the case of the blood
vessels, in the form of a thick vascular network containing
pointed capillary sprouts and growing from the cut edges of
the pannlculus into the wound proper. The sprouts regenerate
in a manner like that reported by Clark and Clark. In twelve
to sixteen days full vascularization has taken place. Eplthe-
llzatlon and fiber formation have occurred superficially by
this time, but the vascularization and fiber formation in the
deeper layer does not occur until later, at which time the two
processes proceed concurrently. These areas of vascular repair
contain material composed of parallel layers of flbrocytes,
some of which form the endothelium of the newly forming capil-
laries. As the healing progresses, tissues in the regenerating
area appear more and more normal.
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It is apparent from the data of Hughes and Dann (1941)
either that no scab formed like that described by Arey (1932)
in the case of burns, or perhaps that the animals were not ob-
served until the scab was completely gone. The letter case
seems more orobable, both from common everyday experience with
skin burns, and from the evidence presented by Strassmann in
1933 (see "Destruction" for description of method) where a
scab was observed to form at first, end leucocytes were seen
to migrate into the scab, which was finally sloughed off in
approximately eight days, leaving a non-characteristic scar.
In his work on regeneration of skin in man. Bishop
(1945) used the dorsal surface of his own forearm. The skin
was removed either by cutting or by chemical burning (a sat-
urated solution of barium or sodium sulphide on gauze was
placed over the area to be injured). Speed of regeneration
was Inversely oroDortional to the depth of Injury, and pro-
ceeded in the following manner. If the wound were so shallow
that papillary tissue remained, regeneration occurred smoothly
over the surface; if the wound were such that the papillary
layer had been removed, mounds of granulation tissue developed
in the region of the hair follicles, even in spite of the
destruction of the epithelial tissue at the base of the hair
follicles. Epithelial cells then migrated into the wound and
imbedded themselves in the granulation . tl ssue
,
eventually
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covering the wound. These migratory epithelial cells may come
either from the undamaged epithelium at the margin of the
wound, or from remaining epithelium at the base of the hair
follicles. In either case, the division of cells occurs be-
fore, and not after, the cells have migrated to the granula-
tion tissue. This bears out the work of both Patey and Scarf
f
(1944) and Converse and Robb-Smith (1944), for they reported
that some epithelium regeneration was derived from hair folli-
cles.
A scab may be formed, as Bishop (1945) further report-
ed, before the final eplthelization occurs. This happens if
migration of epithelial cells takes place before healthy gran-
ulation tissue has formed. This grows as a "free lip" without
attachment to the underlying tissue.
Regenerating epithelium which will result in scar tis-
sue, and that which will result in normal tissue, both have
at first identical granulation tissue. It is the actual de-
position of an excessive amount of fibrous material by dense
bundles of horizontal collagenous fibers developing in the
granulation tissue, end the gradual obliteration of blood ves-
sels, that gives a scar its characteristic appearance. This
does not occur until after the surface epithelium has com-
pletely covered the wound.
The success, and the pattern, of healing, then, depend
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more on the extent and depth of injury than on the means of
injury, as was indeed reported by Bishop (1945), The work to
be discussed in this thesis (in ’’Observations", q.v.
)
will
further substantiate the conclusion here stated. Dann, Glucks
mann, and Tansley (1941) demonstrated that burns are more sus-
ceptible to infection than other types of wounds, and this is
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OBSERVATIONS
METHOD
Anesthesia ; Mediiiin sized frogs were anesthetized by Inject-
ing Into the dorsal lymph sac either, approximately, 0,7 cc.
of a 20% aqueous solution of urethane or 0*02 cc. of a 10^
alcohol solution of veterinary nembutal. To render the ani-
mal unconscious, urethane required 10 to 20 minutes; animal
nembutal 40 to 60 minutes. The former kept the frog uncon-
scious for 20 to 30 minutes and the latter for 1 to 3 hours.
Discussion ; Both drugs have their advantages and
disadvantages. Urethane does not depress the circulation as
much as nembutal, nor does a supposedly anesthetic dose so
frequently orove to be a shocking or lethal dose. On the
other hand, nembutal will keep the animal anesthetized for
longer periods, and the recovery from the effects of the drug
is much more gradual. Both drugs were tried for four month
periods, and urethane was found to be more satisfactory.
In using either of the drugs, the following factors
had to be considered; (1) depending on the size of the ani-
mal, a dose larger or smaller than 0.7 cc. of urethane or
0.02 cc. of animal nembutal was required; (2) female frogs
filled with eggs required from one and one-half to two times
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larger doses than males of the same size; (3) frogs, to all
appearances identical, might have different sensitivities to
the drugs; (4) there was a slight dally variation in an in-
dividual frogb sensitivity to the anesthetizing dose; (5) if
the normal anesthetizing dose was split and administered at
short Intervals, it was no longer sufficient to anesthetize
the frog.
Preparation : The retrolingual membrane of Rana pipiens was
chosen for experiment, because of its easy accessibility and
arrangement; for the muscle fibers, blood vessels, and nerves
are contained in a thin transparent membrane between protec-
ting epithelial layers (Lutz, 1942), Following the method of
Pratt and Reid (1950), the epithelium, the muscles, and the
connective tissue were removed from the outer surface of the
tongue of an anesthetized frog, revealing the retrolingual
membrane, which was then trans illuminated by the Pulton and
Lutz method (1940), The animal was placed, with either ven-
tral or dorsal surface up, in a petrl dish to vhlch a glass
block had been cemented, and around which paraffin had been
laid. The tongue was gently stretched over the glass block
and held flat and firm by small pins placed through it and
into the paraffin surrounding the glass block. The entire
dish was filled with frog Ringer's solution until the membrane
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was submerged enough to present a smooth surface. If the day
were warm and circulation ceased, several frozen cubes of the
Ringer’s solution were added. The Petri dish containing the
frog was then attached to the microscope stage either by
means of small springs and a semicircular wooden block, or by
a round flat wooden container held to the microscope stage by
clips (Fulton, 1941), Nothing further was done to the control
membranes, except in removing clots, when possible, and in
gently separating the wound edges when they adhered. The mem-
branes were observed until healing obscured them or death of
the frog Interfered, If ligation of the large blood vessels
was necessary to clear the membrane, the frog in question was
not used.
Burning ; A small spot, 100 to 200 microns in diameter, was
burned whenever possible on a portion of the membrane in
which the circulation was active. The burning was done in
either of two ways; by means of a brief faradic current from
an indue torlum (with a key and one dry cell in the primary
circuit, and in the secondary circuit a smell flat metal piece
placed under the tongue, and a silver and glass microelectrode
made by the Pulton method, 1941); or by a wooden-handi ed dis-
secting needle raised to red heat over an alcohol lamp.
Both the control and the burned frogs were observed
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daily, whenever possible, except for weekends. Between obser-
vations, unless otherwise stated, the frogs were kept in ap-
proximately ^ to ^ inch of water in individual wire-covered
glass containers, which were kept in the lower half of an
electric refrigerator at a temperature of 12 degrees Centi-
grade. The frogs were kept in the refrigerator in order to
slow their metabolic processes sufficiently so that dally ob-
servations would be adequate to record their organic changes.
Discussion ; Neither of the burning methods was complete-
ly satisfactory. In the case of the electrode and Inductorlum,
it was difficult to avoid giving the frog a severe electric
shock, due to spread of current through its body, when the in-
ductorlum was adjusted to provide sufficient secondary current
to burn the membrane. The disadvantages of the dissecting
needle and alcohol lamp were too rapid cooling, less accuracy
in manipulation, and deposition of carbon granules picked up
from the flame of the alcohol lamp. These latter drawbacks,
however, were nevertheless preferable to shocking the frog,
and all but three frogs were burned in this manner.
PRELIMINARY OBSERVATIONS
Before the effect of burning could be accurately judged,
it was felt necessary to observe membranes prepared completely
except for burning, which would thereby serve as controls. A
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total of twenty-four control frogs were observed and their
records kept (see Table I) during the period from January 31
to June 3. Of these, eleven lived an average of ten and a
half days; two frogs lived twenty and twenty-seven days, re-
soectively; five lived an average of one to two days; and the
remaining six were discarded. Of the frogs that died, four
had pronounced cases of "red leg". The deaths of the remain-
ing fourteen could not be ascribed to so definite a cause.
The membranes of many of these control frogs varied in
the dally aopearance of the blood vessels, but only very in-
frequently in the appearance of the other tissues. Once a
fractured muscle fiber was present, and occasionally, if the
frog lived close to ten days, the membrane would become cloudy
owing to extravasated erythrocytes, leucocytes, and active
ciliated epithelial cells. With regard to the blood vessels,
nine of the twenty-four frogs had capillary sprouts; of these,
six had degenerating sprouts and three, elongating sprouts.
(Any incomplete vessel was referred to as a sprout.) Eleven
of the frogs had thread-like capillaries; and of these, four
had a great number of the thread-like capillaries, and four
others had both thread-like capillaries and capillary sprouts.
The patterns of circulation observed, particularly on Frog I
(see maps of Frog I) Indicated that vessels in the same areas
of the membrane tended to remain active from day to day, and
that vessels in still other areas tended to remain inactive.
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marked swelling of the tongue; but In others only slight di-
lation in the lateral veins and arteries occurred, and this
may have been due to mechanical stimulation (which in the frog
causes dilatation), when the tongue was pulled out and pinned.
Healing occurred in either of two ways. In the first type,
particularly noticeable in frogs one and seven, the cut edge
of the outer surface of the tongue would encroach on the mem-
brane and gradually cut down the field (see maps of frog I).
The other type of healing occurred in frogs left over the
weekend, during which time the tongue remained in the frog's
mouth relatively undisturbed, and the cut edges of the outer
surface were in close proximity. By the following Monday, the
edges would often have adhered, and would have to be pulled
gently apart. The new tissue joining the edges on these occa-
sions was colorless, translucent, and slightly glassy. It
seemed to be loose connective tissue not in contact with the
membrane, and upon its removal, the area of the cleared mem-
brane appeared as large as on the previous Friday. No frog
lived until complete healing of the wound had taken place.
Discussion; It would seem, then, from these observe-
tlons, that the control membranes under examination normally
have a fairly large proportion of capillary sprouts and thread-
like capillaries. But Professor Lutz and Dr. Fulton have
pointed out that in the spring and early summer capillary
sorouts are much more frequent than at other times of year,
and that this is the season when "red leg" is most prevalent.
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Clark and Clark (1939) report that prolonged irritation or
chronic inflammation, such as would he caused hy "red leg*’,
seem to increase the vascularity of a tissue, by causing cap-
illary sprouts to appear. On the other hand. Professor Young
has suggested that there may be some correlation between sex
hormones and the occurrence of capillaries at this season.
It is uncertain whether either of these suggested correlations
is valid, but it is true that membranes observed at other
times of year have shown capillary sprouts only Infrequently.
Thread-like capillaries were observed at all seasons
of the year, and were found to be particularly numerous in
frogs which had been given too large a dose of urethane or
nembutal. In the membranes of frogs 20, 21, 22, 24, and 25
this was probably the case, for frog 24 lived 3 days and the
others only one day each. Since these frogs were previously
lively and to all appearances in good health, the anesthetiz-
ing dose must have been too large, causing shock. The blood
vessels in the membranes of these frogs and other shocked frogs
appeared narrow, stretched, without circulation, and exhibited
a characteristic pattern resembling a line connecting the
points of two "V’s” (see Figure l). The vessel forming the
line between the "V’s” occasionally became increasingly slen-
der and attenuated and finally broke into segments and disap-
peared. No frog lived long enough for it to be seen whether
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the two ”V”-shaped vessels lost their pointed appearance, nor
whether actual retraction occurred, as Clark (1959) observed
In the case of a rabbit ear*
Summary of Preparatory Observations :
1* Control membranes changed most frequently In the ap-
pearances of the blood vessels, with both regeneration and de-
generation occurring, and also, but infrequently. In the ap-
pearance of other tissues.
2. Inflammation occurred In control membranes, being
Indicated by the typical symptoms.
3. Healing of the wound made by the original dissection
occurred In one of two ways : by the gradual encroachment over
the cleared portion of the membrane of the tissues comprising
the outer surface of the tongue, or by the growth of tissue
between the closely juxtaposed wound edges of the undisturbed
tongue, leaving the membrane free.
4. No frog lived long enough to permit complete healing
of the wound.
5. With a shocking dose of urethane or nembutal, thread-
like capillaries appeared in profusion in the membrane, and
there was occasional degeneration of the capillary forming the
connecting link between ’'V*'-shaped vessels at either end.
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Fig. I; Illustrates a thread-like capillary in a
frog anesthetized with 0.7 cc. of Urethane.
The red cells in the capillary did not move
during the observation. The circulation
indicated by arrows was very active. This
was a new preparation and was observed on^
the first day.
Pig. II: Illustrates a thread-like capillary in









Fig. IV: Illustrates a blunter tip filled with
erythrocytes, off of a partially blocked
vessel.
Pig. V: Illustrates a tip like that of Pig. IV,
but a sprout off of a vessel that was at
first blocked and finally carrying.
lIOrOf^E U.
rFigs. VI and VII: Illustrate the Joining of two
sprouts with the great mass of
extravasated erythrocytes in-





















This map and the one on the following pege serve as a
good illustration of the type of healing that is due to
encroachment of tissue from the outer edge of the membrane.
This frog lived 20 days, and maps of January 31, February
6, 7, 8, 12, 13, 14, 15, 18, and 19 are shown in these two
figures. Two new vessels were noticed on February 12 but
they appeared complete end were carrying blood. Since no
sprouts were observed, the vessels must have started on
the 9th. Thread-like capillaries were observed, but no
degeneration or growth of these were seen. The slowing
down of the healing process due to infection is nicely
Illustrated, for from February 13 to 19 only slight healing
took place. The frog was dead on February 20.
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Closing of membrane by
2nd healing method
Red leg (10th day)
Swollen lymph sacs
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Immediately following the burning of the membrane, the
area affected appeared cloudy and spotty; portions of the
vessels were destroyed; circulation ceased in the immediate
vicinity; some extravasated erythrocytes appeared, and, last-
ly, some white cells and ciliated epithelial cells. In a burn
of sufficient Intensity, a triple area effect also appeared,
becoming quite obvious within a few minutes after the burn5.ng.
This effect consisted of (1) a granular and distorted center
(the portion touched by the cauterizing needle), surrounded by
(2) an opaque, shelf-like ring, and this, in turn, by (3) the
rest of the membrane. The third area did not have a definite
limit, but was that portion of the membrane on the outer bor-
der of the opaque ring, which still contained distorted blood
vessels and cells. This third area became progressively more
normal at greater distances from the opaque ring. (See Fig-
f page 57 . )
In the granular and distorted central portion of the
burned area, all vessels and muscle fibers v;ere completely
destroyed. Occasionally all tissues in the area were des-
troyed, leaving a hole. This happened in one of two ways: the
tissues might stick to the cauterizing needle and be pulled
out when the needle was removed, or on days succeeding the
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arid lo no.tdnoq Xe'Tdaeo bsdiodaXb bna n«IjLfa 8n3 arid nl
YX9JaXq.T:oo anov enarin. sXret/n* bna eXosbov Ila tBaia banTx^d
-B8b a’lO'.v senB arid nX eQBaeXd XIb YbXflnoXpyooj .b9Y.on.daeb
orid leYi''”'' owd do ono nl: b9naqqt»rf efri'i' .aXori ,e ^nlv^aX tb^^o'-d
balXnq ad bfiB aloa^n gn Xs :.‘i 3di/30 arid od xa.Lda dri3lm EOB;:cId
orid gnlbaoaom s^Bb no no .bavoraan favv aXbaen arid nariA' :ruo
burning the tissues might disintegrate.
In the region of the shelf-like, opaque ring, vessel
walls could be seen. In some cases they would extend to the
central area before disappearing, but when this happened the
lumina of the vessels would gradually become obliterated as
they approached the central area, leaving a single thread,
which was only intermittently visible. The lumina of these
vessels contained fragmented erythrocytes; and muscle fibers
in this area were no longer in one piece, but divided into
segments, coagulated, and, at the ends of the coagulated por-
tions, glassy.
In the portion of the membrane just bordering the
opaque area, vessels and muscle fibers might appear slightly
pulled out of shape after burning, compared with their pre-
vious appearance. Since the border of the opaque area varied
slightly from day to day, it was difficult to locate in all
cases the previously observed segment of the vessel, and
therefore difficult to determine whether the damaged segment
had repaired, or whether the observer was merely looking at a
different segment of the vessel.
On the second day the carbon granules were either di-
minished or absent; white cells end epithelial cells were
found in the vicinity of the burn with ingested carbon parti-
cles; ciliary action was observed; circulation was still ab-
axi: seueelct sxi-1 gn.fiiTCXfCi
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sent, the damaged vessels being not yet patent, although there
was some pulsation of blood at the entrances to the damaged
vessels. More extravasated erythrocytes had appeared. If a
hole had been made the first day, the edge of the hole was
ragged and slightly smaller. The triple area effect was still
present, but in cases where there was no hole the central por-
tion was no longer so clearly defined. The outer edge of the
opaque area appeared to contain many epithelial cells with ac-
tively beating cilia, white cells, extravasated erythrocytes,
and other tissue cells so badly damaged as to be unidentifi-
able.
By the third day, if a hole had been present, connec-
tive tissue fibers were found across it, and in one frog a
muscle fiber had so formed. Circulation was still absent in
and near the region, but some of the vessels were beginning to
show degeneration (shortening and becoming thread-like) or re-
generation, In regeneration of blood vessels, the tip of the
vessel was not found to be losing its lumen, the walls behind
the tip remained definite, and extravasated erythrocytes col-
lected at the tip. The triple area effect was still present,
but there had usually been a slight shrinkage of the opaque
area, with a shelf-like appearance still marked, however, and




By the fourth day, the triple area had largely disap-
peared, with marked degeneration or regeneration of the ves-
sels in the opaque area, the latter being particularly evident
in repair of vessels adjacent to the opaque area, some of
which were now carrying blood. The vessels actually within
the opaque and central areas were still slightly granular in
the portions still existing, or appeared as single threads.
The border of the opaque area might still be partially visi-
ble, and if so there were usually mamerous. active ciliated
epithelial cells in the border.
By the fifth day, circulation was usually more active
in the outlying vessels, but there had been generally very
little change in the other tissues.
Only two frogs lived more then five days (for complete
protocols see pages 51-55, 59-60) and one of these (see Figs.
IX to XI) had a rather bed infection on the ninth day. The
membrane of this frog was cloudy, ov/ing to red cells, leuco-
cytes, and epithelial cells, and had yellowish mucus covering
it. The arteries and veins lateral to the membrane were en-
gorged with blood. All of the four arteries supplying the mem-
brane, however, were carrying blood. The ring of epithelial
cells outlining the opaque area had disappeared, but there
were scattered epithelial cells with active cilia still above
the normal surface of the membrane. The damaged blood vessels
oh
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still appeared the same as they had on the fifth day. Cn the
tenth day, this frog was dead, still without complete healing
of the membrane.
The other frog died on the sixth day (see Figures
Xlla, b, c). There was no evidence of infection, and the
burned area on the membrane was healing much more rapidly.
On the fifth day, reestablishment of the circulation had
taken place in one of the damaged vessels, and another to all
appearances was repaired, but still not carrying blood. The
hole (corresponding to the center area) was no longer present,
but the former outline could be discerned by a slight thick-
ening of the membrane. Disintegration of some of the damaged
vessels was continuing, and extravasated erythrocytes were
present around portions of both disintegrating and growing
vessels
.
Summery of Observations; Tissue destruction, then, was ob-
served Initially following the burn, with all the tissue cells
in the region having a granular, or glassy, appearance and a
distorted outline, the area ccnsequently appearing cloudy
and spotty; with a severe burn, the three area effect Is ob-
served, vessels were destroyed, and circulation ceased. In-
creased capillary permeability resulted, and leucocytes end
the erythrocytes appeared on the membrane in the burned area.
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This, plus the swelling, plugging of the vessels, and the mi-
gration of ciliated epithelial cells In and near the area,
j
provided the typical picture of Inflammation, If Infection oc-j
curred. Inflammation was Intensified and healing slowed. Re-
i
generation occurred In blood vessels, connective tissues, end
|
epithelial tissues, and was once observed In a muscle fiber,
I
In the case of the blood vessels, both regeneration and degen-
|
eratlon were observed. In either case, extravasated erythro-
j
I
cytes were present around and at the tips of the vessels;
these disappeared, however, from the portions of the degenera-
ting vessels which had become thread-like, and these thread-
|
like portions would gradually break Into smaller portions and
I
finally disappear. Since no frog lived long enough for com-
plete healing to occur. It was Impossible to judge accurately
j
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DISCUSSIUK
The observations on the burned membrane reveal the
characteristic pattern of destruction, inflammation, and re-
generation found in other burns. When infection was present,
it produced the usual slowing of the healing process. Epithe-
lial and connective tissues, muscle fibers, and blood vessels
repaired following the burn. The main difference between the
healing of epithelial tissues as reported by Bishop (1945),
Patey and Scarff (1944), Converse and Robb-Smith (1944), and
as observed in the membranes in this research is that there
were in this case no hair follicles present, and regeneration
therefore took place only by the migration of the ciliated
epithelial cells into the region.
Since little research on burns has been done by daily,
or more frequent, observations of living tissues, this is a
relatively unexplored method. Problems, such as knov/ledge of
step-by-step regeneration of all five types of tissues, and a
more detailed study of the effect of infection, might be in-
vestigated.
As for the original research given in this thesis, the
work needs to be repeated on many more frogs, until at least
thirty more cases like frogs six and seven are produced. This








orfit Ibsvs'i anBidftfQra Jb9m;jd ari^ no enoJt^BVTaecfo ©rTT
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, -BV'xsr^dO
. sXToqei adX Jo \rXibXIav sdX ©aaa ionl rIXsa'rs blno^
tions two or three times daily should also he made, not only
on frogs kept at a temperature of 12° Centigrade, but also on
frogs at approximately 20° Centigrade. The work might be
further extended by using the same method on the hamster
cheek pouch as was used on the retrolingual membrane of the
frog. This would serve as a check on differences in the
effect of burning and regenerative pattern between amphibia
and mammals. This investigation would present a more complete
step by step account of destruction, inflammation, and regen-
eration in living tissues.
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10:15 .02 cc. nembutal Dissection made
10:45 .01 cc. " Before and after drawings
(Pig. IX, and Figs. X, XI)
Burned.
Before : Circulation is almost entirely absent.
1. In the center of membrane (including
burned area), there is none.
2. Several vessels are carrying along the
edge of the membrane.
3. Vessels lateral to membrane are carrying.
Area chosen is clear.
After ; Circulation is the same.
Area burned ;
1. Clear area has developed at the place
where the point of the needle touched.
2. Vessels in this (the clear area) and the
surrounding area were destroyed.
3. Burned area may be divided into three
parts: the first is a clear central
eirea; the second is an area lying like a
cloudy halo around the clear area and
ending in a shelf-like effect. Blood
vot'
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vessels were destroyed in this area. In
I
the third area, the outermost one, the
vessels were not destroyed. ?-/[uscle
fibers just outside the second area
appear slightly distorted, but moving
farther away from the second area, one
finds the effects of the burn to be less
and less noticeable.
November 5, 1946
10:10 .02 cc. nembutal Prog groggy, at first thought
dead-- pinned tongue out, but
he wriggled, so anesthesia
;
was given (he had evidently
^ warmed up )
,
^ Circulation is present above and below the burned area
I
due to two active arterioles, but is absent in the
,
biirned area Itself. The heart action is strong.
Area : The 3 area effect is still present: clear central
' area, cloudy ring, and anproxlirately normal area
on outer border of ring. The central area is not
quite as marked today. There is, hov/ever, defin-
ite destruction of blood vessels. The cloudiness
of the left portion of area two has lessened and
^1^'
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the entire area has changed in outline (see
Fig. X). Muscle fibers are seen running through
Eirea two. Blood vessels in this area are visible,
portions are destroyed; those vessels that are




The frog appears dead, for there is no visible heart ac-
tion. There is, however, even, but slow, circulation in
arteries of the tongue. Connective tissue fibers are starting
to grow across the dissection wound and the edges had to be
pulled apart and the membrane cleared. There is ciliary
activity in region of cell band, and in the band proper, indi-
cating that living epithelial cells have partially formed the
band.
November 7, 1946
The frog looks dead, but there is slow movement in large
lateral arteries. Connective tissue fibers growing over dis-
section. The pattern is now like Pig. XI. The ring of epi-
thelial cells is almost gone except in low’er section.
By 11:30, the heart action was rather strong but there was
still no eye or leg reflexes nor any circulation through the
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The heart action is still visible and a leg reflex occurs,
but no eye reflex; therefore the anesthesia was omitted. The
frog's body was bloated. The membrane sides are again held
by connective tissue fibers. Vessel ”1” still is not patent,
and appears as it did yesterday. The ring of epithelial cells
in lower left is still visible, and is slightly more marked
than yesterday. The circulation in the membrane is much
better. 5 supplying arterioles are carrying.
November 12, 1946
The body is badly swollen, and the frog is so groggy that
an anesthetic is not needed. The tongue has grown together
slightly at the ends and is largely covered by yellowish-
looking mucus. This was easily removed. All four incoming
arterioles are carrying. The membrane is cloudy; red cells,
epithelial cells, and leucocytes are present, so it seems that
the yellowish-looking mucus is an indication of infection.
Both arteries and veins along the sides ere swollen. The
ring of epithelial cells has disappeared. Ciliary action
is still marked, both in the masses of epithelial cells above
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Prog VI Is dead; there is neither circulation in lateral
arterioles and veins of tongue nor visible heart action, and
there are no reflexes. The membrane is covered with numerous
red cells formed into a type of surface covering, by aid, it
seems, of connective tissue fibers, for the covering does not
look like a clot, and was removed in one piece with forceps.
There was twitching of muscle fibers in one region and a
partial draining of the venule over it. When the twitching
stopped, the draining slowed down, and in 30 seconds had
stopped.
In the burned area the blackened portion of vessel "I"
(see Figure XI) is shorter. The clearer area in center where
the point of the burning instrument touched can still be
vaguely discerned, and the band of cells on the lower left







Figure IX. The before-burning pattern of a membrane
with two thread-like capillaries already
present, and completely blocked vessels
surrounding the capillaries. For a more
complete description of this and the follow












Figure X. Shows the three area effect present in
sufficiently severe burns. It also illus-
tretes the daily movement of area two and
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Illustrates the usual pattern of degen-
eration of blood vessels and slso the re-
establishment of circuletion in the nearby
region. Area two has disappeared except








9:00 .7 cc, urethane Dissection made; drawing made.
Before : Circulation is active.
Area chosen is clear.
After ; Circulation has stopped; one arteriole remained
irregularly contracted throughout.
Area burned :
1. There is a deposition of carbon particles
(Figure Xlla).
2. There is no hole.
3. There is no three area effect.
June 17, 1946
9:00 .6 cc. urethane
9:15 .2 cc. "
9:40 .2 cc. "
Circulation is active around the burned area, but not in
the area Itself.
Area : The black debris has disappeared, but a hole is
present (Figure Xllb) across which fibers are suspended.
The fiber on the right side is a muscle fiber, for under
high power the strlations are quite marked (this was
checked by Dr. Lutz). The other fibers appear to be
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Immediately around the hole are fractured muscle
fibers, and above and below it are the severed ends of a
once continuous capillary. To the right and above the
hole are the severed ends of another capillary, each of
which have extravasated erythrocytes at the tip, present-
ing the typical appearance of capillary sprouts (Figures
IV, V, VI, and VII) with white cells in the nearby area.
At 9:45, pulsation in the vessels is visible, but the
pulsations never reach the vessel tips. Between the ends
of this vessel are a few connective tissue fibers extend-
ing from the tip of II to III.
June 19, 1946
10:00 .6 cc urethane The frog is reasonably lively;
there is a small scar on rump,
but not from the hypodermic.
The skin has sloughed off the
back at this spot.





Jxine 20, 1946 ij
1
Frog VII is dead. The hole has not healed, and the rest
j
of the membrane is much contracted.
Figure Xlla, Illustrates the deposition of carbon
granules following a burn with a dissecting
needle and an alcohol lamp, and the cessa-
tion of circulation following a burn.
Illustrates regeneration of a muscle
fiber and the typical capillary sprout
















Figure XIIc', Illustrates finsl regeneration of the
two capillaries and partial repair of the
hole.
^Ro(b iiU





The effect of burning on living tissues consists of
destruction, inflammation, and healing, couoled with the modi-
fication of the last two processes by infection.
Destruction is a well established result accompanying a
sufficiently severe burn; it includes all tissues which the
burn affects, either by direct or conducted heat. Harkins
(1945), in his paper The Present Status of the Problem of
Thermal Burns, states that necrosis always results from a deep
burn, owing to tissue destruction. Evidences of such destruc-
tion are coagulation of the tissues, edema due to increased
capillary permeability resulting from damage to the walls, in-
creased fragility of the erythrocytes, and necrosis, with the
subsequent disintegration of the tissues.
Inflammation exhibits a definitive pattern of heat,
swelling, and edema, which may be elicited not only by infec-
tions or irritating substances, but also directly by burns,
as a result of heat damage to the capillary wall, which in-
creases capillary permeability and causes loss of plasma from
the vessel. In addition, a burn, acting indirectly through
infection, may oosslbly cause the walling off of lymphatics,
and produces a slow and somewhat irregular healing process.
It is also to be noted that the same cellular sequence that is
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present in Inflammation is also present in burns.
The pattern and success of healing deoend more on the
extent and depth of injury than on the means of injury, as was
indeed reported by Bishop (1945). The work discussed in this
thesis (in "Observations", q.v.
)
further substantiates this
conclusion. The main reason for slowness of healing in burns
is probably that burns are more susceptible to infection than
other types of wounds, as Dann, Glucksmann, and Tans ley (1941)
demonstrated.
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The effect of burning on living tissues essentially In-
volves initial destruction or Injury of the tissues, subse-
quent inflammation and possible infection, and eventual heal-
ing. Destruction of tissues is a well-established result ac-
companying a sufficiently severe burn; it includes all tissues
which the bum affects, either by direct or conducted heat.
In scientific literature, evidence that a sufficiently severe
burn causes tissue destruction has been presented by Best and
McHenry (1951), Strassmann (1933), Bonciu (1935), Dann, Gluck-
smann, and Tansley (1941), Hughes and Dann (1941), Elman,
Cox, Lischer, and Muller (1942), Leach, Peters, and Ross iter
(1943), Evans and Hoover (1943), Prinzmetal, Hechter, Margo-
les
,
and Feigen (1944), Ham (1944, 1944a), Kara (1929), Shen
and Haw (1943), McDonald, Levenson, Davidson, Tagnon, and
Taylor (1944) and Harkins (1945). The latter, in his paper
(1945), The Present Status of the Problem of Thermal Burns ,
states that necrosis always results from a deep burn owing to
tissue destruction. Evidences of such destruction are coagu-
lation of tissues, edema due to Increased capillary permeabil-
ity resulting from damage to the walls, increased fragility
of the erythrocytes, and necrosis, with subsequent disintegra-
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Inflammation of tissues, according to the classic defi-
nition, produces heat, redness, and swelling of the area con-
cerned, effects which depend upon dilation and increased per-
meability of the capillaries. Menkln (1940) also includes,
as definitive elements of Inflammation, the walling off of the
lymphatics, and the migration of polymorohonuclear leucocytes,
followed by macrophages, into the area. Evidence that dila-
tion and increased capillary permeability is caused by burning
was given by Underhill and co-workers (1930), Underhill (1930-
1931), Best and McHenry (1931), Beard and Blalock (1931),
Mclver (1933), Clark and Clark (1933), Ely (1943), Netsky and
Letter (1943), Cope and Moore (1944) and Harkins (1945).
It also seems possible that a burn. Indirectly through
infection, may cause walling off of the lymphatics, and a slow
and slightly Irregular healing process, but leave unchanged
the sequence of cellular resoonse to inflammation seen in the
appearance of polymorphonuclear leucocytes and macrophages.
Evidence for the walling off of lymphatics in burns was given
indirectly by Dann, Glucksmann, and Tansley (1941) and Harkins
(1945); for the healing process, by Dann, Glucksmann, and Tan-
sley (1941); for cellular sequence in any Inflamed area, by
Nakahara (1925), Clark, Clark, and Rex (1936), Menkln (1940),
and Jones (1945); and for the cellular sequence in burns, by
Menkln (1940).
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Healing will take place in tissues injured by mechani-
cal, chemical or thermal means, provided the injury is not so
severe that grafting is necessitated. The papers of Sandison
(1928, 1928a), Clark and Clark ( 1932) ( 19S3) ( 1937) , Arey (1932),
Stearns (1940), and Dann, Glucksmann, and Tansley (1941) offer
evidence of healing following mechanical Injury to tissue.
Regeneration of epithelial and connective tissues, blood ves-
sels, lymphatic capillaries, and muscle fibers occurs. Dann,
Glucksmann, and Tansley (1941), Hughes and Dann (1941), Glenn
(1944), Patey and Scarff (1944), Converse and Roble-Smith
(1944), Bishop (1945), Harkins (1945) and Strassmann (1933)
offer evidence that epithelial and connective tissues, blood
vessels, and muscle fibers regenerate following tissue Injury
by thermal or chemical means; whether nerves and lymphatics
likewise regenerate has not yet been Investigated.
Observations were made by the writer on the trenslllu-
minated retrollngual membrane of frogs, anesthetized either
by urethane or animal nembutal. Control membranes were found
to vary more in the appearance of blood vessels (thread-like
capillaries and capillary snrouts) and less in the appearances
of other tissues. Inflammation occurred, presenting the typi-
cal symptoms. Healing resulted in one of two ways: by the
gradual encroachment over the cleared portion of the membrane
of the tissues comprising the outer surface of the tongue, or
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r{cfl'^8 - 0 .tdor! bfiR 0 BT 0VnoO "niRoa bna \:eiRS: ,(^^ 31 )
(£fi9 I) nnRTiBPR'Tt?. brs (ei^ 9 I) anl^'inH ,(dP9 X) aodsia
fiooIcJ
^
fisjjfi?. J X svl.tnannoo bn^ raX f qo darfd ©oasblva trIIo
v'lifMt 0UB 8 td sniwollol ^jfi'T 0n9o^'i 8T0Cfn siDeur one .elesa^v
?>n ?ctR'i'jraYl nfiR nerf.-torlw ; 8 (iR 3m laoimorio 'lo IaT;a0!-^d
.b' .^<’3 t80Vfit n 30 d dev don aad 8el#02ill
-irli’enq'xd orfd no lodl'iw srid x^ &bam s'tow snoidavreRdO
T0rfdf9 b0 sido''tR 9nR '1.0 onBidmam T nden bedend.-n
bnjjo '3 anow e^nR'idrnan lo'TdnoO .XaSudmen iBmXn^ 10 enerfdanu x^
0-?rtX-bR"viqd ) 8X0S80V booXo' lo eone'iaeaoa odd nl anorr yn«v od
809n'*‘T80qo8 en'd nX BBqf bna (edi/oni^B ynelXf qo bna p.al'isXXj oro
~? avd arid Qnldna 00*^0 ,b0mjjooo noXd«cNURl'inI .'’3i/88fd *reddo lo
orfd yo ceyqw ovd lo eno nt badlirBan gnXlRsH .efrrodqrye X0O
enandfram arid lo nofd'ion ba'ieelo arid 'lavo d n DrrrrioR01 ona X-'Lsb^^'ig
'to .eirsnod arid lo 9 O 0 '''Tt <8 teduo arid anXai-iqmoo p.atrRBtd arid lo
by the growth of tissues between the closely juxtaposed wound
edges, free of the membrane Itself, when the tongue was left
undisturbed. In shock, thread-like capillaries appeared in
profusion in the membrane and exhibited the common appearance
of two ”V”-shaped vessels linked by a connecting thread-like
capillary.
Following experimental burning, tissue destruction was
observed at first, with all tissue cells in the region having
an aberrated, refractlle appearance, the area consequently
appearing cloudy and spotty; with a severe burn, the three
area effect was observed, vessels were destroyed, and circula-
tion ceased. Increased capillary permeability resulted, as
evidenced by the leucocytes and the erythrocytes which appear-
ed on the membrane in the burned area. This, plus the swel-
ling, siltlng-up of the vessels, and the migration of ciliated
epithelial cells in and near the area, provided the typical
picture of inflammation. If Infection occurred, inflammation
was intensified and healing slowed. Regeneration occurred in
blood vessels, connective tissues, and eolthelial tissues, and
was once observed in a muscle fiber. In the case of the blood
vessels, both regeneration end degeneration were observed.
In either case, extravasated erythrocytes were present around
and at the tips of the vessels; these disappeared, however,
from the portions of the degenerating vessels which had
bfUfow b0 3oq»1xut v.-foeolti PS'i/saiJ xid'-vo‘i,r. edd y;ci
aav ".r:;.riot edi nerfw cr^.^ndmotu add ^io ei'!! .es^La
r:l b )^ii?yq . .''ibII toso ? I-bae'rrCt »>r>orie nl . b•^c^^!:r.t •>,? bn-;
norrt.rroo e>i^ ' fo9fXd}(ix9 bn- 9n?‘w'-9r idJ n l no X ^a:% :•.
Q-. I -j’ •. nJ:>t 0 -*nncf> a b3>inl:l ^li^r.p.ffv boa«rfs~”V” ov^ *^^to





, 3nfa<v-rd I p:tr..-^!TTi‘Tac-x9 ^n^wolfo'*-
Snlvsri noXa'^n add nl all30 gunaid Ii:8 dd tw ,da^dl da Dovnee^o
yldnsi'peanoo odd ,9one‘ipaac« 6 lid d •'i''io-'i ^ hadn't j-.de na
98 *Tdd f'dd ,xnad 9«revfte a ddtw r^ddocis one tMoSo ^nlK^eqq^
bna ,;->9Tfo''fdP9b a-iew eEeaaev ^dev'ioado b«-« doe" la e-de
ee ,h9 dlffc:e-i yd 1 IddsemTaq yielil'e^> beeeedonl .baeeeo no.fd
_^Req^p rfoidw eodyoo^ddyie edJ bne eedyoooi;ol edd yd beonebJve
-I 9wa 9dd sulq .aJjdT .ee*!® bemud add ff^ ena'idraerrf ©dd no be
bedefli’o ‘io nolde'T^qtm ©dd b-^e ^eleeeev edd *io atr-*rjldll« ,3fill
I«o»a’^d edd befo^.vo'j’ ^«eT:e 9dd 'lean bne nl. eXTe*^ IeIIed.diq9
no’ dor: lint ,b©mfTOoo noddos'^f’.l IT .noid^friyp Iln t lo aniido q
nl bo-inuooo njtdeoonos®^ .bewoia 3rtX'*nr( brrs bsH l3r:^:tnl 8e«?
bne .aeuaeld latXebdlre bo'- ,89 up.p. ,td evldoeinoo .aleeeev booXd
1
oooXd lo 9680 9bd rrl .necfri oJor.urr e nl bavooedo oono eew
• bevooedo anew noldeo9n9,^9b bn« no <. deneneQa'i .jXod , oxoseev







bonooqqBelX) or arid jeX-JBs av 9idd ’o ecid add dp Ire
be 1 dold'^' plap.esv tdeoena^ob odd lo ?noXd-toa •»id monl
H
become thread-like, and these thread-like portions would grad-
ually break into smaller portions and finally disappear.
Since no frog lived long enough for complete healing to occur,
it was impossible to judge accurately how normal in appearance
the regenerated epithelial and connective tissues were.
j( -bsTg f)It/0Tv enol.t'ioq Qsonct Jbna ^ e>[l I-baandct ymoosd
i
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